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Catalogue creation
A professional spare parts catalogue  

in the twinkling of an eye
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Create catalogues on your own

 � User-specific catalogues - create them yourself or have them created by third parties

 � Independent adaptation of content and layout incl. user control

 � Configuration changes are immediately visible (WYSIWYG)

Create and design your spare parts catalogue according to your 
ideas.

You will find everything you need in the catalogue editor. You 
have full creative freedom. The editor is easy to use. With a few 
clicks you can create your own spare parts catalogue: Use the 
freely designable layouts, configurations and links.

Simply import your content into a catalogue template. This allows 
you to create a data pool that can be edited at any time and 
reused as often as you like.

With the real image display WYSIWYG (What you see is what you 
get) you check the appearance of the catalogue and the correctness 
of the data even before publication. It will be displayed to you 
as it will be later, after publication, printed or published online. 
Errors are directly avoided and any uncertainties eliminated.

The catalogue system functions completely independently of 
Docware and is self-explanatory. You can configure, create and 
maintain your catalogues without any programming knowledge.

YOUR ADVANTAGE: 
Thanks to the wide range of possible applications, you can easily 
respond to different user needs. Create language, machine- and 
user role-specific catalogues from one source - very simple. 
Creating catalogues will be more effective than ever before. You 
shorten the „time to market“ and are significantly faster on the 
market.

You save costs and receive „catalogues on demand“. 

Protect your resources and gain time through efficient 
creation and maintenance processes. 

 



 � Integration of existing systems – ERP, PLM, ECAD, CMS, DMS etc.

 � Integration of all service relevant data 

 � Transfer of (inventory) data

Integration of systems &
data import

Import all required data from different source systems into the 
catalogue system. This can be easily integrated into your business 
processes. Link the catalogue system to your enterprise resource 
planning, design, logistics and service documentation - ERP, PLM, 
ECAD, DMS etc. - standard interfaces make it possible!

Import and bind relevant data into the catalogue: for example 
hierarchical parts lists, master data, drawings, photos, pixel and 
vector graphics or prices.

Your service documents such as maintenance instructions or 
repair instructions can also be easily integrated into the catalogue 
system. This way you can expand your spare parts catalogue into 
a service information system for your after-sales service.

DID YOU KNOW? 
PARTS-PUBLISHER is SAP-certified and has an SAP-certified 
Open Catalog Interface. This makes the connection to e-business 
processes child‘s play.



Configure your catalogues according to your wishes and 
requirements with just a few mouse clicks, regardless of language 
or layout. You don‘t need any support from Docware - you do it 
yourself and without any programming knowledge.

A new search criterion? No problem. You can configure your 
catalogue templates, format templates or stylesheets freely or 
create new ones by yourself.

According to the WYSIWYG principle, your changes are trans-
parent and immediately comprehensible. You can publish directly.

YOUR ADVANTAGES: 
No more unnecessary publications, no more redundant effort 
when creating the catalogue.

 � User-specific catalogues

 � Complete customer in-house solution

 � Independent adaptation of content and layout incl. 
user control

 � Configuration changes are immediately visible  
(WYSIWYG)

Customize catalogues yourself
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Control for yourself who should receive which information.



Organising data centrally is of great importance. This is how 
your spare parts catalogue becomes quickly and easily reality - 
including service-relevant data.

If the service-relevant data is centrally available, you have all the 
information in one place at all times. This allows you full control 
over all content and control over processes, data and structures 
of all catalogues created.

This enables you to use existing data and structures in a continuous 
and flexible way: parts lists, drawings, 3D models, circuit diagrams, 
prices, service documents such as manuals, etc. Achieve improved 
quality quickly - now you can keep your spare parts and service 
documentation/ information up-to-date at all times.

All information is linked bidirectional in the interactive PARTS-
PUBLISHER spare parts catalogue system. Whether drawings with 
parts list information, detailed descriptions or documents.

Link hotspots in drawings with the corresponding BOM data. This 
works with position numbers as well as with contours. With just 
a few mouse clicks you can link what belongs together: exploded 
views, photos, graphics and parts lists, even hand drawings.

 � Only a single central data pool

 � Easily continue and reuse data

 � Every catalogue at the touch of a button

 � Complete data consistency of all media

 � Bidirectional linking 

 � Automated hotspot creation 

 � Contour-highlighting

All informations in one place

Intelligent linking – Hotspots
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Updating made easy

Usually, updating spare parts catalogues means spending a lot of 
money on both rebuilding and redistributing them. You can save 
these costs.

You generate the highest savings potential with only one solution 
that is connected to the source systems. Your data is combined 
in a central data pool.

The catalogue is then published in the desired medium. All 
updates in the data pool are automatically reflected in your 
catalogue data.

Many companies that produce spare parts catalogues 
conventionally fear the immense costs of catalogue updates.

For companies that use PARTS-PUBLISHER, this cost pressure is 
eliminated. The effort is reduced to a minimum and catalogues 
can be regularly updated as required.

Less effort becuause of 
automating

The creation of a catalogue is time-consuming and laborious for 
you? It doesn‘t have to be!

The PARTS-PUBLISHER catalogue system offers various forms 
of automation. The spectrum of solutions ranges from partially 
automated processes with manual intervention to fully 
automated solutions.

At the push of a button or in a self-running manner from the 
ERP or PLM system, the spare parts catalogues are updated and 
produced - entirely according to your wishes. 

6 times
increased 

Update rate

Today the equipment 
manufacturer updates the 
spare parts catalogues 6 times 
a year more often than before.

40%
less 

costs

The costs for the preparation 
of the spare parts catalogues 
were reduced by 40 %.

15 Min.
effort for the 

creation

A machine builder only needs 
15 minutes to create an offline 
catalogue. In the past it took a 
few to several weeks.

100%
more 

catalogues

The equipment manufacturer 
was able to double the 
number of spare parts 
catalogues created.
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Before you publish your catalogue in the next step, simply use the preview to see if it 
meets your requirements.

PARTS-PUBLISHER works according to the WYSIWYG principle - you see exactly what you 
get later.

Your imported data is automatically inserted into the standard template.

Do you have additional service information that is not shown in the standard template? 
These are recognized by the system and can be added with a few clicks.

Creation process

In four steps to your spare parts catalogue

Has the creation of a spare parts catalogue always associated with a lot of effort for you?

Does it cost you a lot of time, resources and nerves? That is over now! With Docware‘s standard 
solution, you can access your spare parts catalogue in four simple steps

02
PROCESS 

DATA

04
PUBLISH 

CATALOGUE

01
PROVIDE 
DATA

03
QUALITY 
CONTROL

In the first step, you make your service-relevant data available in an importable format.

Now you are ready to publish your spare parts catalogue. Select the desired publication: 
online, offline (USB /CD) or paper.

The PARTS-PUBLISHER spare parts catalogue software acts as a single-source publishing 
system and publishes your data in any medium without extra effort.



Contact us

sales@docware.de +49 911 97759 -75

www.docware.com

You want to know more?
Learn all about PARTS-PUBLISHER - the digital transformation of your service!  
Get a 360° service view of your machines. All your information is structured, linked and 
digitally processed. Anytime, anywhere, in a flexible and scalable spare parts catalogue 
and service information system.www.docware.com/

spare-parts-catalogue
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